
Making life nice & easy
Artis surfaces provide the stunning ambiance of quartz,

stone, glass or solid wood at a fraction of their cost.

We include the latest technology 180fx laminate

designs, which are faithful representations of natural

granite slabs or timber, perfectly depicting their

patterns with rich colour variations and striking veins. 

Unlike conventional laminates, 180fx designs are

printed to true scale proportion.  

Visit www.artis.co.uk

38mm POSTFORMED LAMINATE 
WORKTOPS, SPLASHBACKS & UPSTANDS

Dolce Vita (Burnish) worksurface and splashback

Dolce Macchiato
(Burnish)

With its coffee brown hue and background grey and
copper tones, Dolce Macchiato is a perfect 
co-ordinate for minimalist kitchens that need extra
drama. 

This fabulous on-trend stone provides the perfect 
co-ordinate for grey or white fascias but is equally at
home with modern woodgrains.

Dolce Vita
(Burnish)

Fun and fresh, the large scale granite pattern recalls the
typical sweep of exotic wood interspersed with quartz crystals. 

Misty grey, off-white and charcoal are touched with hints of
soft rose and purple.

Piedmonte
(Burnish)

Inspired by beautiful large scale Mascarello granite from
Brazil, Piedmonte captures the rich detail of the stone in
soft tones of white, off white, taupe and warm grey. 

Urban Travertine
(Burnish)

A perfect match for the elegance of modern architecture,
Urban Travertine has a neutral creamy colour accented by
subtle strokes of silvery grey.
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Artis Original 180fx designs
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38mm POSTFORMED LAMINATE 
WORKTOPS, SPLASHBACKS & UPSTANDS

Autumn Nacarado
(Granite)

Nacarado quartzite embodies its name – “pearly” or
“mother of pearl” in Spanish – with a creamy white/grey
background laced with white veining throughout with
crystalline details and whispers of gold, rust and grey. 

Ivory Nacarado
(Granite)

Ivory Nacarado quartzite embodies the same pearly
effect as Autumn Nacarado with a creamy white/beige
background laced with white veining and details of gold,
rust and brown.

Bianca Luna
(Gloss)

Clean and classic, Bianca Luna quartzite is distinguished
by a mosaic of large and small particulates threaded with
shadowy veining throughout.

Amazing with shades of grey, black or white fascia’s.   

Ashford Black
(Granite)

Intensified by its depth and warmth,  Ashford Black
features finely drawn veins in black and white for a rich
dramatic effect.  

Silver Nacarado
(Granite)

With a silver background, Silver Nacarado is laced with
white and black veining throughout with whispers of
charcoal, rust and grey.  

Black Walnut
(Silkwood)

Exotic Black Walnut provides true elegance for heritage or
contemporary kitchens.  
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180fx images are scaled to show a full size laminate sheet prior to
trimming down to worktop width.
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